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Victoria 

"Sports Gear for All"

Victoria Sportswear is a chain selling inexpensive sportswear. This

Shinjuku branch is housed in a nine-story building and strongly oriented

toward golf, an unusually popular sport and pastime in Japan. The eighth

and ninth floors even have driving ranges! Tennis wear can be found on

the eighth floor; ski wear on the sixth and seventh. Next door you will find

L Breath, which is part of the chain and specializes in gear for outdoor

activities, from mini rucksacks to mountain bikes.

 +81 3 3354 8311  www.supersports.com/ja-jp/victoria  4-1-14 Shinjuku, Tóquio
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L-Breath 

"One-Stop, Outdoor Gear Shop"

Got the urge to commune with nature? Wanna hike, trek, climb, bike,

kayak, swim a channel or eat Gorp on a mountain top? Then L-Breath is

the spot for you. With 7 floors of 'gear', you could probably outfit your

entire next expedition here, or at least look the part. There is plenty of

high-quality, high-tech, colorful, ruff-and-ready stuff to choose from,

whether you're a weekend tree-hugger, or a regular bark-gnawer. L-Breath

has reams of gadgets that look and do cool stuff. Warm and fuzzy, light

and slick, life-saving, adventure-chasing, snuggling-by-the-fire, out in the

bush equipment for the entire family. So what are you waiting for—hit the

trails with all you got.

 +81 3 3354 8951  www.supersports.com/ja-jp/lbreath  4-1-11 Shinjuku, Tóquio

MontBell 

"Stylish & Rugged Outdoor Gear"

While Tokyo is the consummate urban and very concrete jungle, there

also exists a great tradition, culture and affinity for enjoying nature and

the great outdoors all year round. Be it attending one of the many

weekend outdoor festivals or more serious camping, hiking, biking, water

sports or winter sports, you can outfit yourself and your whole family right

here. With two floors offering a wide variety of clothing, footwear and

specialized equipment, MontBell is globally synonymous with quality

outdoor living. If you need it, they probably have it, and you'll probably

look stylish and feel comfy and cozy in their uber-techno, highly functional

and lightweight gear. So grab your compass and head on over here before

hitting the trail!

 +81 3 5420 7956  en.montbell.jp/shop/  1-8-12 Ebisu, Q Plaza, Tóquio
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